Intella Connect 1.7.1 Release Notes
Highlights









The two case sharing restriction has been removed. The admin can now share as many cases as
he wishes.
A notion of Access Control Lists (ACLs) has been introduced. The admin can now choose which
user has access to any given case. This action is available directly from the Cases list in the
Admin Dashboard.
Improved overall styling of the application, giving it a more consistent and vivid look and feel.
Intella Connect now supports Internet Explorer 8.0 and 9.0. However, we strongly encourage
using the latest version (IE 10) if possible.
Intella Connect will refuse to run on IE 7.0 and older. It will show a warning screen advising to
use a different web browser.
Intella Connect will refuse to run on machines that do not meet the minimal hardware
requirements. In such cases an appropriate warning will be displayed to the admin.
The Intella Connect Dashboard now includes a System Notifications section, containing a
diagnosis of any system issues found (both hardware and software) and advising the admin on
how to proceed for each encountered problem.

General






Notifications about added comments will now contain a sample of the comment text.
Resolved an issue with a flickering loading indicator.
From this version onward only a 64-bit installer will be provided.
Redesigned Intella Connect icon.
The Activity Stream will now group the events by day.

Intella Connect Dashboard








Improved the message shown when Intella Connect fails to start.
The Activity Stream contains a drop-down that allows choosing the case for which to show
activities.
The case port is now edited in the Case Details panel rather than a popup.
The Case Details panel now renders the path to the case logs folder.
Information about supported browsers are now added to the “About Intella Connect” dialog,
accessible from the system tray.
Resolved an issue with the User Management section not refreshing the users list properly in IE
9.0.
Resolved an issue with some cases failing to start when being shared for the first time.

Searching


Added an Item ID facet, which enables reviewers to:

















o find an item with a given ID,
o preview an item with a given ID,
o upload lists of IDs and query for all matching items.
The Thumbnails view now supports deduplication of images.
The Items Table will now select all items when typing CTRL+A.
Added the ability to query for multiple facet values by selecting values while holding down the
CTRL button.
The Cluster Map can now be panned by dragging anywhere in the map.
The Features Facet is now reporting Exception items (i.e. items that generated errors during
exporting).
Improved the rendering speed of the Tags facet.
Resolved an issue with tagging of attached/nested items producing errors.
Resolved an issue with the Cluster Map being evaluated twice in a row without any reason (no
changes to underlying queries).
Resolved an issue with Intella Connect hanging when removing some queries from the Results
panel (under certain conditions).
Resolved an issue with the Items Table reporting incorrect item counts when the Results panel
contains included/excluded queries.
Resolved an issue with the Cluster Map reporting wrong cluster sizes when the Results panel
contained included/excluded queries.
Resolved an issue with the Results panel not updating properly when it contained two or more
queries reflecting activities by other reviewers.
Resolved an issue with clicks in the Cluster Map not updating the rest of the display.
Resolved an issue with the Email Address facet not evaluating properly when the queries
contained HTML entities.
Resolved an issue with the file upload modal window not working properly in some versions of
Internet Explorer.

Previewing








Added an overlay notifying the user about other tagging or flagging operations taking place in
the background, when the reviewer tries to tag or flag an item.
The Previewer will now fill all available width on screens with resolutions less than 1024 pixels
wide.
The quick tags list was replaced with a flat list in the top menu bar.
Resolved an issue with the Previewer not loading when the Results panel contained a large
number of queries.
Resolved an issue with hit highlighting markers missing in IE 8.0.
Resolved an issue with occasional errors while tagging an item from the Previewer.
Resolved an issue with the Native Preview not working when Intella Connect is configured to use
HTTPS.




Resolved an issue with the scrollbar knob’s surface in the Contents tab not being clickable
everywhere.
Resolved an issue with long content not wrapping correctly in the Properties tab.

Exporting






Exporting now also supports packaging as a flat ZIP file, containing all items in a single folder.
Creation of export packages now survives a server restart.
When creating exports with more than 10.000 items, a modal window with an appropriate
message will be shown.
Fixed an issue with missing “loading…” label when changing the active export.
Fixed an issue with adding superfluous .pdf file extensions to files that already are PDFs.

Upgrade Notes





Intella Connect 1.7.1 can open cases made with Intella 1.7.0 and 1.7.1.
By default, the new ACL mechanism will disable access to all of the cases for any user. This
behavior is deliberate, prohibiting reviewers from accessing cases they should not have access
to.
Therefore, after installing Intella Connect 1.7.1, administrator should make use of the Cases list
> Authorizations window in the Intella Connect Dashboard to enable access for the intended
reviewers.

